LANDING CRAFT
CARIBBEAN EXPRESS I

MAIN PARTICULARS

LENGTH OVERALL (LOA) 190 ft 57.9 m
BREADTH 38.0 ft 11.6 m
DRAFT (at mean load displacement) 7 ft 2.3 m
DECK LOAD CAPACITY 26 TEU / RO-RO
46 TEU / LO-LO

TONNAGE

GROSS 499 Lt
NET 156 Lt

MACHINERY

ENGINES 2 x Caterpillar 3412 engines

ACCOMMODATIONS

CREW NUMBER 7

SPECIAL FEATURES

RAMMED BOW 20' x 22' 6.10 m x 6.71 m
DECK SPACE/OPEN CARGO 6,600 ft² 613 m²
KEDGING STERN ANCHOR & SPUD

PERFORMANCE

MAX SPEED 10 knots

DOCUMENTATION

FLAG Panama
VESSEL TYPE Landing Craft
CARGO RO-RO / LO-LO
BUILDER
YEAR BUILT 2000
RADIO CALL SIGN HO-2570
IMO NUMBER 9233727

All details given in good faith and are not contractual. Details are subject to change without notice.

Overweight permits and charges may be required as per DOT regulations.